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Introduction

The COVID-19 pandemic has brought

unprecedented change in the retail

food industry in Canada. The Food

Retail Environment Study for Health &

Economic Resiliency (FRESHER) study

aims to understand the impacts of

COVID-19 on restaurants, bars, cafes,

grocery stores, farmer’s markets,

variety stores, alcohol retailers, and

other specialty food stores in Ontario.

In our Deep Dish series, the research

team behind FRESHER aims to share

short summaries from our research in

combination with analysis of news

and reports from across the industry.

COVID-19 has revealed immense

opportunities and challenges for food

retailers, while also uncovering and

amplifying structural inequalities in

our food systems.
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Full-service restaurants and

drinking establishments such

as bars and lounges were the

worst hit in the early months ,

suffering a drop of nearly 50%

in revenue from March 2020

compared to March 2019 .

Restaurants Canada ,  a non-for-

profit association representing

the Canadian food-service

industry ,  estimates that 1 in 10

independent restaurants

permanently closed as of June

2020 ,  and 4 in 5 restaurants

laid off majority of their

employees .

The restaurant industry

typically brings in $33 billion

CAD revenue annually ,  but

profit margins have been

historically slim at around 3-

4% [1]. The food service

industry is also especially

fragmented ,  so food retailers

feel the impacts of COVID-19

very differently .  While the

industry had seen consistent

growth due to rising incomes ,

2020 certainly dampened

industry growth .

INDUSTRY SNAPSHOT



Among our research

interviews, a Toronto

restaurateur noted that

when the pandemic began,

they “voluntarily shut down

all of [their] businesses, let

go of 97 employees, and

went completely dark for a

period of around 2.5 weeks.”

A quick-service restaurant

chain described that in the

initial weeks of the

pandemic, their sales

drastically declined by

nearly 95% and they

absorbed large inventory

losses.

Interview
insights…

Restaurants and food-service

establishments, especially independent

operators, are important contributors

to the vibrancy in communities in

Ontario, but COVID-19 may alter the

way we dine and eat out for the

foreseeable future.
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Constrained consumers are
those who have been
experiencing more severe
employment impact such as
furlough or unemployment, or
other

High-end restaurants and
grocers may be competing for
the wallet share of insulated
consumers who look for
alternatives to replace the out-
of-home experience, while
wholesale or value grocery
chains may see greater
demand or anxieties from
constrained consumers. 

Nielsen has identified two
types of general customers
emerging from the pandemic
– “insulated” consumers and
“constrained” consumers [5].
Insulated consumers are
those who have seen minimal
to no employment impact and
may be experiencing a rise in
discretionary income as their
expenses decrease.These
consumers tend to upgrade
products in their groceries or
seek new product offerings
such as meal kits. COVID-19
challenges.

CONSUMERS



Ultimately, both consumers are fearful of the economic impact of

COVID-19, perhaps even more so than their health [6].

Consumers also adopted new behaviours and routines when it

came to eating and dining patterns. The “forced trial” of using

online ordering services and apps led to a growth from 1% to 12%

in the share of Canadian households who adopted online grocery

services during the early months [7]. 

Statistics Canada noted an “exceptional surge” in grocery store

sales, especially in shelf-stable products, personal hygiene, and

baking products [8]. Trends such as baking sourdough bread and

banana bread may be responsible for a 200% year-over-year

increase in grocery store sales for baking goods such as flour and

butter. Grocery stores also saw a shift in consumer loyalties, with

16% of consumers surveyed reporting a shift in their primary

grocery store [9]. 

Big box stores, such as Costco and Walmart, surged in popularity

as consumers valued the convenience of a one-stop shop to

minimize risk of running multiple errands. Many consumers were

reaching for comfort foods, spurring rising demand for processed

and frozen foods [10].



One quick-service operator

that we interviewed noted

that while salads were

popular orders pre-

pandemic, they saw a large

shift in consumption

pattern to higher-caloric

bowls that included more

grains and proteins.

Interview
insights…

With regards to dining out, an Angus Reid survey

conducted in June 2020 found that 55% of Ontario

residents surveyed intend to avoid restaurants due to

public health concerns, but many are still supporting

local restaurants through delivery and takeout, with

29% of Canadians surveyed ordering from restaurants

at least once a week [11]. As the province moves out of

Stage 2 and into Stage 3, many food retailers have

been adapting by implementing more protective

barriers and PPE practices among staff, in line with

consumer expectations that prioritize their health and

safety.
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Restaurants and

food-service

establishments have

been quick to adapt

to the challenges

and opportunities

posed by COVID-19.

Based on our

interviews and

industry discussions,

here are just a few

strategies that food-

service

establishments have

implemented in their

survival and recovery:

ADAPTING TO
THE NEW
NORMAL



NEW PRODUCT
OFFERINGS:

In line with finding menu efficiencies ,

some food retailers have modified their

product and service offerings by offering

innovative products such as meal kits ,

picnic baskets , or prepared meals

bundled with entertainment options .

MENU
ENGINEERING:

Food-service operators have streamlined

their menus for greater cost and operational

efficiencies . Examples of this include items

that can be made with more cost-conscious

ingredients , stocking inventory that has a

longer shelf-life , or items that can be

executed with minimal staff . With the large

shifts to delivery and takeout orders ,

restaurants have had to test and experiment

with their food to ensure that they maintain

their quality over the delivery period , which

can range up to 30-40 minutes .



A Toronto restaurateur

described how one of his

restaurants has started

offering “virtual dinners”,

where the restaurant

delivers dinner in

partnership with a local

theater which provides a

live online performance. A

quick-service chain

operator described how

they moved into offering

new items such as family

meal specials and groceries,

where they saw large

success and growth.

Interview
insights…

These new offerings may become

revenue sources in the long-term,

demonstrating one of the ways that the

pandemic has allowed creative

businesses to find new opportunities.
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DELIVERY AND
ONLINE ORDERING:

Restaurants Canada estimates that over 50%

of restaurants are providing contactless

payment and pickup [13]. While some

establishments were already well equipped

for delivery , such as pizza joints and fast

food restaurants , other operators

encountered difficulties in their transition to

offering contactless pickup and delivery .

MODIFYING
PHYSICAL SPACE:

With Ontario moving into Stage 3 , food-

service establishments can start to operate

indoors , albeit at a reduced capacity .

Operators have modified their physical

space to ensure that they are maintaining

physical distancing measures and protective

barriers between customers and staff .

Additionally , some operators have created

single-direction paths with directional

wayfinding signs to streamline movement

and minimize risk .



LEVERAGE SOCIAL MEDIA:

It is no secret that COVID-19 has increased daily media

consumption . The average Canadian spends nearly 10 .5 hours

per day with media , with majority (5 .3 hours) on digital media ,

and this is expected to rise further with COVID-19 [12]. 

With the rising popularity of video , food-service

establishments have engaged with customers through

platforms such as TikTok and Instagram to show behind-the-

scenes clips of preparing popular dishes . 

As trust and compassion have become key drivers in making it

through the pandemic , many food retail businesses have

responded accordingly by demonstrating their brand values

through videos that provide a look at how the industry

operates behind the scenes .



For businesses who opted to create in-house delivery

capabilities, one restaurant operator in Kitchener noted

that there was certainly “a learning curve with regards to

setting up our online website”. Other operators had to rely

on third party aggregator delivery companies, such as

UberEats and Skip the Dishes.

A fast-casual restaurant chain operator interviewed in the

FRESHER study described how third-party delivery

companies moved from being incremental sources of

revenue to the main source of revenue, making up as

much as 40-50% of their business. However, the chain

operator noted how the delivery companies’ high

commission rates make it difficult to operate on reduced

margins.

Interview
insights…

These third-party delivery companies have recently

come under further fire as restaurateurs find out

about their high commission fees, which are as much

as 30%, finding it unsustainable to remain profitable

[14]. These high fees prompted Toronto Mayor John

Tory to call on delivery companies to lower

commission fees, and some companies have

responded to the pandemic by reducing commissions

accordingly [15].
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A local restaurateur in

London, Ontario criticized

third party delivery

companies for their high

commission fees and their

independent contracting

practices, which limits the

ability of their workers to

collect employment

insurance. Thus, this

restaurateur has preferred

to deliver in-house, allowing

them to build stronger

connections with their

customers.

Interview
insights…
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While many of these strategies may help with mitigating the

financial impact of COVID-19 on food-service establishments, a key

step in moving forward during the pandemic is to maintain

leadership and trust with employees, customers, and the

community. Food retailers, like many organizations today, are

expected to lead with their passion and values. COVID-19 has

highlighted structural inequalities in the societies we live in,

including our food systems. 

Across the FRESHER team’s industry discussions and interviews, a

recurring theme among food retail operators is the importance of

having open, candid conversations with their employees and

customers to maintain trust in creating safety in the workplace.

Additionally, sharing information with customers, such as the safety

measures put in place, a behind-the-scenes look at how their food

is prepared, or the story behind the restaurant can be critical steps

in helping customers regain confidence to return to dine-in

experiences at food-service establishments.

COVID-19 has brought about immense opportunities and

challenges to the world, and food retailers have not been spared. If

you currently work in food retail, whether at a grocery store,

restaurant, café, or fast-food joint, we want to hear from you! If you

were laid off or lost a job opportunity in the industry due to the

pandemic, we also want to hear from you!

Make your voice heard at https://gofresher.theheal.ca, and stay

tuned in to the conversation through our social media pages

(@FRESHER_Canada) and website at https://fresher.theheal.ca.

https://uwo.eu.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/SV_6PyIsVBMEiIwYD3?utm_source=subdomain-redirect&utm_medium=media&utm_campaign=gofresher
https://fresher.theheal.ca/
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